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Abstract: RSA cryptosystem is that the most ordinarily used public key cryptosystem. It’s the 

primary public key cryptosystem. The strength of this cryptosystem relies on the larger key size. 

There are several algorithms and variants of RSA. In RSA, encryption keys are Public, however 

cryptography keys aren’t, thus only the person with the right decryption key will in a position 

convert cipher into decipher or encrypted message. The keys should be creating in such the way 

that the decryption key might not be terribly simply deduced from the general public encryption 

key. During this paper, we've projected an implementation of some trendy variants of the RSA 

algorithm. In our projected cryptosystem, the decryption is quicker as compared to current RSA 

Cryptosystem and conjointly secure against common module attack. Also our projected 

cryptosystem is safer against low decryption involution attack, as a result of we tend to area unit 

employing a massive worth of d and in our projected cryptosystem computation of the cipher text 

from the plain text are done by applying the Fermat’s theorem. 
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1. Introduction 

In this age of universal electronic 

connectivity, the electronic fraud may be a 

matter of concern. There’s so have to be 

compelled to store the knowledge securely. 

This has led to a heightened awareness to 

shield information and resources from 

revelation, to make sure the believability of 

information and messages, and additionally to 

shield systems from network primarily based 

attacks. Cryptography plays a central role in 

mobile phone communications, electronic 

commerce, causation or receiving personal 

emails, group action process, providing 

security to ATM cards, securing computer 

from unauthorized access, digital signature 

and additionally touches on several aspects of 

our daily lives. Cryptography consists of all 

the principles and strategies of remodeling an 

intelligible message known as plaintext into 

one that's unintelligible known as cipher text 

and so retransforming that message back to its 

original type. In era, the cryptography is taken 

into account to be a branch of each arithmetic 

and engineering science. It’s additionally 

attached closely with info& subject field. 

Though within the past, the role of 

cryptography referred solely to the encoding 

and decryption of message exploitation secret 

keys. But these days, the cryptography is 

employed in several areas; it's because of the 

digitization. It’s typically classified into two 

classes, the centrosymmetric and asymmetric. 

the info transferred from one system to a 

different over public network may be 

protected by the tactic of encryption. On 

encryption the info is encrypted or 

disorganized by any cryptography rule 

victimization the key. The user having the 
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access to an equivalent key will rewrite the 

encrypted knowledge. Such a cryptosystem is 

thought as non-public key or centrosymmetric 

key cryptography. There are several normal 

centrosymmetric key algorithms offered. 

Some common ones are as: AES advanced 

encryption normal, 3DES triple encoding 

normal etc. of these normal centrosymmetric 

algorithm outlined are proved to be extremely 

secured and time tested. The most drawbacks 

associated with these algorithms are that the 

key exchange. All the communicating parties 

need a shared secret key. This secret's needed 

to exchange between them to ascertain a 

secured communication. thus the protection of 

the radial key rule depends on the protection 

of the key key. The Key size is often many 

bits long. The key size additionally depends 

on the rule used. The key can't be shared on-

line. Additionally once an oversized range of 

communicating parties is there, then in this 

case the key exchange is unworkable & 

terribly tough too. All such issues are 

countered by the general public key 

cryptography. Publicly key algorithms a 

shared secret will be established on-line 

between communicating parties with none 

want for exchanging any secret information. 

 

This paper describes the Implementation of 

Some modern RSA rule victimization 

Fermat’s the Orem that safer and quicker.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 public key cryptography 

2. The New RSA Algorithm 

The work worn out focuses on the matter of 

the way to prevent the quick RSA signature 

and decoding computation with residue 

number representation system speedup from a 

hardware fault cryptology during a extremely 

reliable and economical approach. It’s a 

acknowledge proven fact that the CRT-based 

speedup for RSA signature has been wide 

used. However it's a break that a hardware 

fault cryptanalysis will whole break the RSA 

system by factorization the general public 

modulus. Several solutions exist to counter 

this drawback. However we've got determined 

that only a few of those existing solutions are 

each sound and economical. Experimental 

results have shown that the distended modulus 

approach projected by Shamir is superior to 

the approach of employing easy verification 

operate once other physical cryptanalysis. The 

projected work relies on the ideas of fault 

infective cathode-ray tube computation and 

fault infective cathode-ray 

tuberecombination.RSA is that the uneven or 

public key cryptography system. The security 

of RSA public key cryptosystem is predicated 

on the larger value of modulus. One in all the 
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most drawbacks associated to RSA 

cryptosystem is factorization. The authors [4] 

planned a replacement special purpose 

formula to perform factorization. This 

algorithm is compared with trial division 

algorithm TDM. The experimental results 

prove that the proposed algorithms runtime 

depends on the distinction of things and is 

independent of size of the modulus. Therefore 

it's more practical whenever factors are close 

to one another & in this specific case it 

outperforms the TDM. Giraud planned a 

replacement measure scheme supported the 

construct of Montgomery Ladder 

exponentiation. The proposed formula 

performs two standard multiplications for 

every little bit of exponent. Whereas the sq. 

and multiply formula that performs on the 

average 1.5 modular multiplications per little 

bit of the exponent. Thus the proposed 

technique is quicker. The authors of proposed 

an enhance algorithmic program for the RSA 

cryptosystem. This new proposed 

cryptosystem uses a 3rd prime quantity in 

scheming the value of n. this extra third prime 

quantity will increase the factor complexness 

of n. it'll give a lot of security to the RSA. The 

public key cryptosystem RSA is that the 1st 

and most well-liked cryptosystem for 

performing encryption and decryption of 

information, to stay information secret, to 

transfer information from one location to a 

different. Conjointly its best-known that the 

safety of RSA depends on giant factorization. 

If the factorization is feasible then the 

complete algorithmic program will become 

breakable. Authors planned a brand new 

methodology to vary the first modulus with 

the faux modulus. Thus if the hacker 

factorizes this new modulus value then he 

won't be ready to find the first decryption key. 

However there are some Common issues in 

Existing RSA cryptosystem. 

 The main disadvantage of RSA encryption    

    its slower speed. 

 Not secure against low decryption exponent  

    attack 

 Not secure against weiner’s attack 

 Not secure against common modulus attack 

 Not secure against illustrious plaintext  

    attack 

2.1   The Proposed Work is as Follows: 

2.1.1   Encryption Algorithm: 

Step1: First select random large prime 

integers a and b of roughly the same size but 

not too close to each other. 

Step 2: Calculate the product n = a*b 

(Ordinary integer multiplication) 

Step 3: Choose a random encryption exponent 

e. It must not have any common factor with 

either a-1 or b-1. 

Step 4: Compute ed mod (a-1) * (b-1) = 1 

Step 5: Encryption Step:  

 c = m
e 
mod n      where c= cipher text 

2.1.2 Decryption Algorithm: 

 In this step, we will use the larger value of d. 

Also we will split the n in to a and b. Then we 

will compute the plain text by applying the 

Fermat’s theorem as follows: 

Step 1: First compute X1 = cda mod a  

Step 2: X2 = cdb mod b 
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Where da = d mod a-1 & db = d mod b-1 

 Step 3: Compute W = (X2 – X1) * W1 mod b 

Where W1 = a mod inverse b 

 Step 4: Then finally compute 

M= cd mod n = X1 + W * a 

2.1.3 Result Of  Existing and Proposed 

RSA Algorithm  

        Table 1: Result comparison 

RSA INPUT 
OUTPUT CALCULA

TION 

TIME 

Existi

ng 
010101 

000103060

7060301 
Total time ~ 

68 ms 

Propo

sed 
010101 

000103060

7060301 
Total time ~ 

24 ms) 

 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, the implementation of proposed 

rsa cryptosystems is mentioned. The issue 

associated with permeable RSA cryptosystem 

is mentioned. Conjointly our propose 

decryption is safer against low decryption 

exponentiation attack, and customary module 

attack. The proposed method improves the 

safety and decryption is quicker as compared 

to current variant of RSA cryptosystem. 
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